400                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
itect, engineers, and inspectors to any part of the mills or shops where work under these specifications* is being carried on.
To secure proper material, as herein specified, one pulling test must be made from every heat or blow of steel or rolling of iron, and one bending and one quenching test; when such requirements are specified, if these are satisfactory, the whole will be accepted. If they are not satisfactory, others may be made as the inspector may deem expedient. All test pieces must be prepared at the expense of the contractor for the structural iron. The test pieces of rolled steel and wrought iron must be cut out of finished material, and must not be less than y% square inch in section. They must be at least 10 inches long between fillets when turned down. When possible they must be cut from tke full thickness of the section, from which the tests are taken. The method of selecting test pieces for material for eye bars must be as required by the manufacturer of the bars.
The number of test pieces of cast steel must be fixed by the inspector.
Full sized tests of eye bars must be made as required by the architect or engineers. Test bars for such tests will be selected by the inspector from the lot after forging and before boring, the results of the test to determine the acceptance or rejection of the entire number which the test bar represents. Other full sized tests must be made if required.
The material used for all full sized tests will be paid for at cost, less the scrap value of the material to the contractor when the pieces are tested to destruction, and the test proved satisfactory ; otherwise it must be solely at the cost of the contractor. The use of testing machines capable of testing both specimens of material and the full sized members, together with all necessary assistance in handling and operating the same, must be furnished by the contractor free of all expense.
All surfaces of all materials must be carefully examined by the inspectors, and all pieces that are of full section—free from flaws—straight and in every way satisfactory, must be accepted. This inspection will not, however, prevent the rejection of any piece at any later time, but before it is riveted in place in the building, if it is discovered that the piece is in any way unsuitable. Ample assistance must be given by this contractor to the inspector1 in making this examination.
All material manufactured under these specifications must be tested and examined as herein provided before the same is oiled or loaded on the cars for shipment from the mill, and as soon after rolling as maybe convenient for the mill, and failure to comply with these specifications will be sufficient cause for the rejection of .the material.

